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Figure 1: Impressions of the ExpHub during creating and conducting an experiment. A) Session Details form with Title, Date,

Time, and Participant details, such as filters, can be added. Next to the form is the canvas where participants video streams can

be resized, positioned, and ordered. B) The experiment room where the experimenter “oversees” the experiment. C) Analysis
andManipulation filters applied to video streams running OpenFace (top right), edge detection, and rotate (bottom row).

ABSTRACT

With many contemporary video conferencing platforms available,

there is still a need for platforms that afford a researcherworkflow to

conduct controlled online experiments. We have developed an open

source experimental video conferencing platform that enables re-

searchers to design and conduct remote experiments. Our platform

provides a high level of control over the user interface and video

streams, which is essential for studying the differences between

remote and in-person social interactions. We give an overview of

our platform’s usage and architecture and conduct a take-home

study (N=9) to evaluate how accessible our system is to potential

new contributors. We also follow up with an initial evaluation

of technical performance bottlenecks for when our experimental

platform is deployed, and show that the computational resources

increases per each video stream as well as the type of filters applied

to each participant. We end with a short discussion on next steps
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and the experimental hub’s potential to be extended as a sandbox

for testing browser based augmented reality (WebAR) filters to be

adopted in interdisciplinary experimental procedures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are noticeable differences in how we feel during commu-

nication on a 2D video conference than meeting in person. From
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zoom fatigue, latency, and jitter issues [6] to more complex visual

manipulation filters that go beyond just 2D interfaces and inter-

actions in emerging telepresence mixed reality (XR) applications

who face similarly understudies complex problems (i.e. the effects

of augmented reality (AR) filters, avatar appearance, or relative

spatiality of holograms [13, 17]). These research issues are benefi-

cial to preemptively explore, especially before they are deployed

ubiquitously thus creating unintended societal consequences [3, 10].

Understanding what aspects of interpersonal, verbal, and nonverbal

communication factors play a role is a highly multi-variate complex

problem to map [18] and requires multiple research backgrounds

and new workflows than what general purpose video conferencing

tools accommodate [4]. Previous work explores the need of differ-

ent workflows of video conferencing platforms by developing their

own technical solutions for online music performances, conversa-

tional facilitation, and connecting long distance families [5, 8, 20].

This can be challenging because not every laboratory has equal

access to technical expertise to create their own networked remote

experiment. However, the communication, psychological, and user

interface (UI) findings from such labs, as well as access to a more

diverse remote participant pool from remote experiments, are crit-

ical contributions that can shape the future of how we virtually

communicate. Finally, the sensitive nature of data collected from

video experiments are also a potential limitation for data privacy

obliging research.

Recently, there has been an increase in research-based tools for

remote experiments in virtual reality (VR) [11, 12]. In this work,

we present a self-hosted online video conferencing platform built

for a researcher workflow with the intention of giving remote inter-

personal coordination [15], 2D user interface design, and WebAR

filter pipeline experiments a sense of laboratory control. Our open

source platform has the goal of increasing reproducibility of ex-

periments through experimental session templates, that can be

created through our platform and shared to be included in other

experimental procedures (See Figure 1 - Creating an Experiment).

The experimenter can set WebAR filters, position, and order of

participants joined to the call (See Figure 1 - Conducting and Exper-

iment). Lastly, since our platform is self-hosted, it aims to increase

the data privacy of sensitive video data and information that can

be extracted from it, as they do not pass through any additional

servers other than the researcher’s. However, having our platform

be self-hosted limits the accessibility for non-technical users to

benefit from our experimental video conferencing platform.

To investigate how easily our experimental video conferencing

platform can be adopted and deployed, we conducted a take-home

study where participants received instructions and deployed our

platform. We also investigated and report principles that would

welcome new contributors, as that is a key factor to the ultimate

success of sustaining a new open source project [16]. In this work,

we also give a short overview of the experimental hub’s usage and

system implementation of the networking, frontend, and backend

architecture and technical design decisions. Finally, we end with a

preliminary performance evaluation and discussion on next steps

for the experimental hub.

2 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Our platform backend is written in Python as it facilitates the in-

clusion of many great scientific libraries, some of which are our

core dependencies including: aiortc, pyee, aiohttp, opencv
1
. Our

frontend uses React.js with the Atomic Design pattern and Mate-

rial UI library. Additional libraries utilized include React Konva,

React Toastify, and Redux. The communication between front and

backend is through a stateful JSON API. Following an event-driven

model, our server is responsible for notifying clients if experiment

details on the server-side change. Our repository also includes

a wiki
2
outlining details about UML class diagrams, API design,

contribution and usage guidelines.

Network Architecture is at the core of a web-conferencing

platform. Using the Python implementation of WebRTC, we opted

for a Selective Forwarding Unit (SFU) media server architecture

which allows for less computational resources needed by the server

CPU since the data streams are not merged between clients and

servers [9]. Each new client establishes their own, authenticated

main-connection with their session and participant IDs, and re-

ceives a session description response from the server. Although not

foolproof in security, this limits the situations of malicious activity

or if a participant accidentally falls outside of the intendedworkflow,

thus disrupting an ongoing experimental session. In the example

of multiple participants joining a session, the server notifies the

client who initiated a sub-connection, which are distinct from the

main connection as they solely receive streams from other partici-

pants, to view other participants video and audio streams. Similarly,

multiple experimenters can join an instance of the self-hosted hub.

SSH certificates for securely hosting and a basic password authen-

tication are configurable in the backend to further deter malicious

access to the experimenter’s hosted instance of the platform.

Filters. Choosing a less intensive CPU performance architecture

was important because of the otherwise resource consuming We-

bAR filters we wanted run in perceptual manipulation experiments

on audio and or video streams. We further distinguish filters as

something that can manipulate a stream, analyze a stream by only

extracting information from it, or a combination of the two. Figure 1,

shows an example of an edge detection and rotation manipulation

filter (bottom left) and also an instance of OpenFace’s [1] action unit

extraction as an analysis filter (top right). In our platform, filters

can also be chained, where the order of the filters applied deter-

mines the result of the analysis or video/audio stream displayed. It

is possible to contribute filters from other existing research projects

by extending our filter framework
3
.

3 USAGEWORKFLOWS

In this section we walk through the Experimenter and Partici-

pant workflows that Figure 2 summarises, delineated by the steps

through the various experimental platform pages and states before,

during, and after running an experiment.

1
https://github.com/TUMFARSynchrony/experimental-

hub/blob/main/backend/requirements.txt

2
https://github.com/TUMFARSynchrony/experimental-hub/wiki

3
https://github.com/TUMFARSynchrony/experimental-hub/wiki/Filters
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Figure 2: Experimenter and participant user flows along with

the various pages and states of the experimental platform.

Experimenters start off on the Session Overview page by creat-

ing an experiment, either through duplicating an example experi-

ment or by creating a new one through filling out the fields in the

Session Details page (Figure 1 Creating an Experiment). Upon sav-

ing the experimental session data, they can go back to the Session
Overview page and share the individual invite link to participants

by expanding the drop-down next to “Participants”. Next, experi-

menters can then click “Join” to open up the Lobby room such that

it starts the session for participants to join. This step was designed

to minimize social compounding effects, as participants cannot see

each other yet until the experiment is started by the experimenter.

At this stage, the experimenter can check the functionality of

applied filters and administer corrections or instructions to partici-

pants (e.g. remove glasses, change camera angle, fix lighting, etc.)

to ensure a functioning technical setup and produce good record-

ings for analysis. The experimenter can then start once ready, but

still retains the ability to ban, mute, and taking notes during the

experiment through the interface. Once the experiment is complete,

the experimenter ends the session and is navigated back to the

“Session Overview” page. The audio and video streams are recorded

to the experimenter’s hosting device. A follow-up repeated measure

session can be done by repeating the process above, and sharing

the link to the next session.

Participants are sent an invite link to the session, and upon

visiting the link they are prompted to provide consent to their

video and audio stream being viewed and potentially recorded by

the experimenter. If the experimenter has not “Joined” the session

yet, Participants will not be allowed to join the Lobby, which
is the next screen they are otherwise redirected to in Step 2 in

Figure 2. The Lobby displays a video stream of the participant and

experimental instructions provided (Similar to Figure 1 Conducting

an Experiment, but without viewing other participants). Once the

experimenter has started the experiment, participant streams begin

recording.

4 METHOD

We conducted a take-home study to evaluate the on-boarding pro-

cess and understand the factors that influence contributions to

a new open source project like our experimental hub. Nine com-

puter scientists (Male = 5, Female = 4; average age = 31 years, std

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9

1) Total Time

taken in hrs

.67 3 2 1.5 .5 3 2 2.5 3.5

2) Success

hosting

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

3) Joined video

streams

10 10 10 10 9 2

Table 1: Table shows the task completion across participants

for 1) Installing and Running the experimental platform, 2)

Hosting it, and 3) Running a Trial Experiment.

= 15 years) were recruited through personal contacts who also

had the ability (time and expertise) to complete the study. Seven

were pursuing their masters degree, one their PhD, and one was an

industry professional. Lastly, we recruited participants who were

users across different operating systems (4 macOS, 3 Windows, and

2 Linux users).

Participants were emailed a consent, demographics, and an in-

structions document, outlining the steps to 1) set up their environ-

ment, install and run the experimental hub, 2) host the hub, and

3) run an experiment where they join up to 10 video streams in a

single call. Participants were given a week to complete the instruc-

tions and encouraged to make edits in the take-home document

that reflected the steps according to how their actual process went

as well as upload screen shots along the way. We ended with a

follow-up semi-structured interview, which lasted an average of

19.8 min (𝜎 = 7.6 min) with 5 questions around open source best

practices (2 questions), and experience running and using the ex-

perimental hub as compared to other video conferencing platforms

(3 questions).

We additionally conducted a performance evaluation to investi-

gate the take-home study findings by recording the CPU, memory,

and network usage as number of video streams in a session in-

creased. We conducted these tests on a mid-range laptop, 2.9 GHz

6-Core Intel Core i9, 32 GB RAM at 2400 MHz running macOS

Monterey version 12.5.1, and compared the performance with and

without the OpenFace Action Unit (AU) extraction filter activated

on each individual video stream.

5 RESULTS

Take-home Study Task CompletionAll 9 participants completed

the environmental setup and ran the experimental hub successfully

through the take-home study instructionswhich took a self reported

average of 2.1 hrs (𝜎 =1.0 hrs) to complete. Participants made an

average of 3.4 changes (std = 1.4) to the instruction document. En-

vironmental setup section had the most unique new instructions

added (8 changes), followed by hosting at (5 changes), Running

the Hub and Running an Experiment at 3 changes, each. As also

shown in Table 1, only six successfully hosted and completed run-

ning an experiment respectively. Of the six participants who ran

an experiment, four participants managed to connect all 10 video

streams in a single session, one managed 9 video streams, and one

only could connect with 2 as shown in Table 1. Of the participants

who ran the sample experiment, four did not report any noticeable

lag or choppiness as more video streams joined the experimental
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Figure 3: The CPU, Memory, and Network usage as number of participant video streams join an experimental session.

session. P9 experienced the video streams dropping after only two

participants joined and P2 and P5 were able to connect the streams

but had difficulty with accessing their web cameras either due to

the browser they were using (e.g. Safari) or the fact that they had

multiple cameras connected.

Performance Evaluation Figure 3 shows the CPU, Memory,

and Network load of running a test experiment on our platform

on a Chrome browser. The system we used for the performance

evaluation could reliably join 8 video streams while hosting the ex-

perimental hub. The CPU of the test device maxes out after joining

two participants with the OpenFace AU extraction filter enabled

(each participant runs their own OpenFace AU extraction instance).

Otherwise, as the number of participant streams increases, the

amount of resources increases linearly across the tests. For packets

in/out per second (3rd graph in Figure 3), the linear trend breaks

after four participants, which is also when lag can be experienced

across the video streams on the test system.

Take-home Study Interview Findings revolved around a cou-

ple of themes following a thematic analysis [2], the first being

heuristics for open source projects and contributions. Seven

participants reported having used open source projects and only

three have contributed to them, from committing bug reports to

contributing code from tasks at work. All seven emphasized the doc-

umentation as being critical for the on-boarding of an open source

project “If the setup is fine, everything else works well” (P3). Three
participants mentioned preference to text over instructional videos

and OS-specific instructions for the setup respectively. Participants

also mentioned how they would be motivated to contribute to a

open source project if there was a shared “common goal” (P8) or
“tools that I use that I would like to improve” (P6). Other motivational

factors for contributing included regular versioning and updates

to instructions (P2) as well as the number of stars (P1) and papers

linked (P1 + P3) to the GitHub repository as indicators of an active

and inviting open source project.

The other theme in the interview was around the novelty of

our experimental platform against other video conferenc-

ing tools. The background of participants in our take-home study

was technical but theywere not researchers whowould benefitmost

from our platform. Users, like P4 and P6, compared our video confer-

encing tool to the ones they have most familiarity with, which are

usually desktop applications, “I’ve used professional tools like zoom,

it [the experimental platform] is different from what we are used to
. . . its like a tool that normal technical people would use but would be
advanced for general people.” (P6). Participants continued to note the
difference between our user interface among other conferencing

platforms and mentioned how they thought it was ‘strange’ how the

video streams in the trial experiment they ran were intentionally

different sizes (N=5). Three participants also continued to explore

the platform outside of the instructions document by creating a

new test experiment (P7), attempting to take notes in the ongoing

experiment page (P2), and even adding an 11th video stream to the

call (P6).

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

As seen from the interview results from the take-home study, it

is critical next step to evaluate our workflows with our intended

users – researchers conducting experiments, both through a series

of expert interviews and performance evaluations on experiments

being run through our platform. Interviews also showed the level

of documentation to create an inviting and sustainable open source

community is vital to first impressions when deciding to use the

code base.

As of now, technical familiarity is required for setting up the

platform, but this process could be automated with a bash script

or containerized according to project version releases. Another

limitation of our project is the hosting of our platform, although it

affords data privacy, it also comes at the cost of needing access to

network settings which could be an administrative hassle.

Our independent and take-home performance evaluation showed

how even with a mid-range laptop, the experimental hub architec-

ture is able to accommodate multiple remote participants joining

a call, thus making our code base accessible to anyone with mini-

mal hardware or computational resources. However, joining many

participants or even enabling complex filters like OpenFace AU ex-

traction requires significantly more resources, which in the future,

such filters can be run post-experiment in situations where this

limitation must be countered.

Our self-hosted remote experimental platform is the basis of

a new open source, community-led effort for multidisciplinary

researchers investigating verbal and nonverbal remote communi-

cation. We hope it garners interest from this research community,

enough to use and standardize in the design of remote experimental
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procedures and as a sandbox for testing WebAR filters in social

and psychological experiments. We welcome collaborations on ex-

tending our filters with existing computer vision research pipelines,

such as determining facial similarity, rPPG, and detection of mental

states like depression [7, 14, 19], and are excited to continue de-

velopment and see how the platform is adopted in new research

agendas.
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